Headlights for 2003 dodge ram 1500

For more information go to Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option
and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE
replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable
brand name for replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight part. Recommended Use. Light Source.
Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Dodge Ram Headlight. Showing 1 - 15 of 18 results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Part Number: D Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: A1R
Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 18 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers.
ReplaceXL - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts that Feb 11, Gerald Karnei.
Purchased on Jan 28, Feb 10, Great products for a great price. David Fetzer. Purchased on Jan
31, Feb 09, Fit my Dodge Ram perfectly. Easy to install and they look great. Super bright! Great
price too. Gordon Dobler. Purchased on Dec 21, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources.
How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights Fortunately, there are things you can do
before heading out to reduce glare. There are also some driving habits you can develop to try to
minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check out these tips. Driving with your headlights on
at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only you and your passengers, but also the
pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the Different Types of Headlights? They are an
improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent lights used in older vehicles. For , all the
mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your headlight keeps going out
while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb. Contact Us. Phone Number
Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply
Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Item will be shipped within 24 business hours upon
receipt of payment except sunday. Transition times may vary, Particularly during the holiday
season. Please contact us if not receive item. Delivery time depends on destination and other
factors, it may be have a delay, hope you can a understand, thanks. If you have not received
your shipment within 30 days after payment, please contact us. We will track the shipment and
get Back to you as soon as possible. Please be advised that international shipping usually take
longer then domestic, and it's base on shipping service provider and customs. All item will be
shipped within 24 business hours upon receipt of payment except sunday , pleae see below
table to find detail service level The Approximate Delivery time is as below:. Item will be shipped
within 1 working days after full payment is received. Make sure your detail address and full
name in PayPal is absolutely correct. A non-payment dispute will be opened if full payment is
not received after 14 days of auction. Buyers are responsible for these charges. It's just take
you fews seconds. I am a sincere seller , I am always here to resolve any problem for you.
Please be patient! Your order will generally be shipped out within 1 business day after your
payment has been cleared Sunday. If you need the tracking information! Please choose
standard shipping Epacket Shipping or Expedited Shipping. NOTE:Please double check local
traffic rules before order, ice blue bulbs are illegal to use in some of the states. Features: -LED
replacement bulbs are engineered for superior performance, exceptional looks, and increased
safety. Install Caution: 1. As a safety precaution, make sure that the car has had time to cool
down properly before starting the installation process. Put the vehicle into park or make sure it
is securely in gear. Make sure to have the ignition turned off and the keys removed. Be careful
to avoid burns, especially when turning on or off the vehicles lighting. Be careful to avoid
crushing or cutting the bulbs. Also make sure to not touch the bulbs with your fingers, as this
will cause blotting. Fully examine the connection of the contact points, ports and the wires as
faulty connections can cause lighting problems. Make certain that the end of the bulb does not
come in contact with the interior. Delivery details. Contact us. Complete Repair in One Purchase
- Stop searching for parts individually and complete your repair with a single purchase of a
customized kit or set from DIY Solutions. High-Quality Parts from Trusted Brands - DIY
Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best automotive brands and include hard-to-find
and even obsolete parts you may need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY Solutions ensures
its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. For more information, go to
This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the event this item should fail due to
manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part free of charge. This
warranty covers the cost of the part only. Created on: Watch this video to learn how to replace a
cloudy or cracked headlight or change a burnt out bulb. The experts at 1A Auto teach you how
to replace the headlights on your Dodge Ram. This item may be interchangeable with parts from
other brands with the above part numbers. This information is provided only for reference and
does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from
the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check
Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or

help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part
faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Headlight Assemblies. This part will only fit a
vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your
vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Headlight Assemblies. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options.
Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout. Brand :
LHT Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our
limited lifetime warranty. Shipping is not available to a P. How to Replace Headlights Dodge
Ram Created on: Watch this video to learn how to replace a cloudy or cracked headlight or
change a burnt out bulb. Clean with rubbing alcohol and a soft cloth if the bulbs do get touched.
Open up the hood. Use a Phillips head screwdriver to remove the screw securing the gasket.
Remove the 10 mm bolts securing the headlight. Pull the headlight assembly out. Unplug the
harness. Plug the bulbs and harness into the new headlight assembly Push it in until the lock
clicks into place. Bolt in the 10mm bolts using your 10 mm socket and ratchet. Secure the
gasket with your Phillips Screwdriver. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Dodge.
Product Reviews. I bought a set of these last year, watched the install video and replaced them
myself with little difficulty. They were a perfect fit and made the truck look almost new again. I
am very happy buying from 1A Auto and will do so again when I need something. I have and will
continue to recommend 1A Auto to friends. I bought a pair of these headlights for my Dodge
Ram because the other ones were so cloudy - WOW, what a difference these made - difference
between night and day for sure. Perfect OEM replacement - looks and feels quality-wise just like
the originals. I had zero difficulty and took about 1 hours to replace both being over careful. I
recommend 1AAuto for their excellent price, helpful video install, and fast shipping. Good
quality OEM replacement parts for an excellent price. Excellent service first time buyer and
definitely will be return customer great products with excellent shipping process thanks 1A
Auto Parts for your service. Brian Lavelle. Perfect fit. Super fast shipping. I may owe you more
money since mine came with bulbs and that made installation even easier. Better than the
originals. These replacement headlamps work well. I highly recommend them to anyone that
wishes to replace older foggy headlamps. Tail lights. Yes whoever built these tail lights should
have wore rubber gloves because I see fingerprints inside where I can't clean and it bothers me
I guess I guess I have to live with it. Perfect fix and very easy to install. Love that I can see
better at night. New bright lights. Great Headlights. I am amazed that any light at all could get
through my old headlight lenses. It made my truck look brand new and I can see where I am
going at night again. Shipment was fast, about 3 days, and the headlights were well packaged
for protection. Easy to install, less than an hour. I highly recommend these headlights. Great
product at reasonable price. Perfect fit on my 04 Dodge Ram Easy to install following
instruction video on website. Would have given 5 stars but low beam lamp filament on left side
was broken. Had to use lamp from old headlights. My Husband was very happy with the dodge
Headlights. It was very helpful to be able to watch the you tube video on the installation too.
Perfect fit and is virtually identical to the originals. Definitely gives the truck a new look again.
The description says bulbs not included, but the set I got had a full set of new bulbs already
installed. So, with my old ones I have an extra set. Will definitely recommend to anyone that
needs replacements. Headlight pair. Unbelievably simple to replace and the price being
everyone I called thanks one a auto Will continue to do business on future projects T back. New
Headlights. Great service, quick delivery, exact OEM match, easy install Exact Replacement.
These units were an exact replacement, installation was a snap. The bulbs were also included.
Headlights are great. My old headlights were fogged over from the sun. Tried to use some of the
market rub on fixes, no good. These give the truck a like new appearance. Lights are bright.
Easy to install. Were just as stated in add. Mine came with bulbs installed. I also bought a set for
my Nissan with a set of fog lights also for Nissan. I am very pleased with the way those new
headlamps make my Dodge Ram 4 X 4 look. They really make a difference in overall appearance
of my truck. Install was a breeze. Thank you for a great product. Quality of headlights is better
than anticipated. Ease of installation was a pleasant surprise. Very satisfied. Easy and Good
Quality. Once I figured out what I was doing, this installation took less than an hour. The quality
of the headlights is great, and they look just as they did when I bought the truck new. I'm very
pleased. Was perfect and delivery was speedy. Completely satisfied. Replaced my headlights
and now I can see. Easy to change out, perfect fit. Headlight replacement. Great fit, no fuss to
put in and complete with bulbs so no changing necessary. Best of all, your video site saved
time and possible errors. Will use you for future needs. The headlights for my dodge ram

arrived quickly, and were incredibly easy to install. Hope the carpet I ordered installs as easy. I
watched your video about changing the headlight bulb, then purchased replacement headlights.
Removal and reinstall Timon went well thanks for great instructions and partsWrite. New
headlight new life too old truck. I love them!!!! They wake up the truck Dodge headlamps. I
ordered a set of replacement headlamps for my Dodge Rumble Bee. I am happy to report that
the installation was simple and took a little over an hour. The product was an exact fix. I must
admit I am proud that I did it all by myself, not bad for a 64 year old lady! I might try the two tail
lights next! Thanks for great service, A happy customer,. Love the lights made my ram look new
thx , will order again. Work great!! They look awesome and work great!!! Love the way they
look!! Great fit. Ordered headlights to replace very yellowed ones, perfect fit, look great, and I
can see again. Mine had bulbs included. Very happy, Thanks. My anew Headlights are so nice. I
can actually see a differents with my old lights there was no visible differences from. High and
low. Dodge Headlights. The headlights showed up fast and they look just like the OEM ones.
Very easy to install and work great. Super happy! Purchased the pair of head lights after
reviewing several sites and shopping prices. Easy to follow DIY videos and a great customer
service department. Shipping was on time and I even got a follow up email to verify thet I was
satisfied. Will continue to use 1A as i "fancy" up my dodge. Great fit, easy installation. These
are s perfect fit and install easily. The bulbs that come with it are some no name bulbs from
China. Save yourself the future hassle and toss them out and replace them with Sylvania bulbs
when you install these. If you watch the video, they talk about the plastic tab that snaps into
place. These are covered by a white plastic fitting for protection. Do remember to remove that
white plastic fitting and you should have a perfect fit. They throw out a lot of light. Much much
cheaper than from the dealer,. Very happy with purchase. Headlights look and fir like originals.
They shined a little low and took about 5 min to correct that. Would buy again if I need to. Better
than I expected. Do not buy the cheaper ones on Amazon etc. This are great quality and direct
fit as stated. Could not be happier. Let your little light shine!!! You can't go wrong with these
headlights. They are exactly as promised no having to modify in any way they fit perfect and
come with all the hardware to make the install a breeze. They are a quality product that not only
looks great but functions perfect! First rate headlight replacement. The headlights fit just like
OE. They were easy to adjust after installation and have a pattern that illuminates the road
completely. I would purchase these again and recommend them. Replacement headlights
assembly. Spot on match to oem part excellent quality e-z installation fair price for parts love
the free shipping showed up at door when promised thanks. Got the order on time and it was
very easy to install after watching the clip. I did go ahead and bought some new bulbs. Will be
back shopping again with yall. Very surprised at the low cost and extremely happy with the
looks and better knight vision. Highly recommend these. Shipping was fast, headlights were
quality and fit perfectly on the truck,viewed the how to video which was very informative and
made installation a snap,had a totally simple fix experience I will definitely recommend 1AAuto
to my friends, I will use 1aauto for all my part needs for auto part replacement needs. I have not
installed the lights yet but they have met my expectation. Easy to install, as shown on 1a video.
A little gap between top of headlights and fender. A small distraction that will be overlooked in
time. Light quality seems very good. A great improvement over original headlights, that were
hazy. Great Fit, light pattern much better.. I installed them and was very pleased when i used
them that evening, after adjusting them, i was able to see much better, even the sides were lit,
great product.. First time user. This was the first time I used to 1A Auto and was pleasantly
surprised to find out that everything was just like the original factory parts I also use their how
to videos which made it A piece of cake to install and remove the old parts thank you want to I
would definitely recommend is to all my friends after using them myself. New head light lenses.
The parts were perfect the look the fit the timely delivery a video for installation. Part was what
fine ,will order more thanks. Fit great easy to install made a world of difference in looks and
ability to see the road at night. No adjustment needed. Only took about 29 minutes. Very
pleased. The headlights are great. Ordered them on a Thursday arrived Tuesday afternoon.
Slapped those bad boys on in 20 minutes or less and now finally I can see at night. Great buy.
Arrived sooner than expected, fit perfect better than I thought they would and the truck looks
new again. I would buy again without hesitation. Nice lights. Great bang for the buck! Seems to
have the quality of an oem piece at a fraction of the cost. Would definitely buy again. Thank
you!!! Got these for my ST Ram worktruck. Went in just as video showed. Easy install. Worked
fine. Just a little light lines from the casting, but much improved over the old headlights. Exactly
like factories installs looks good. Super clear lights. Jerry Walker. Great product. Headlights for
my Dodge Ram pick-up. This was a good investment. My truck looks so much better with new
headlights. Thanks Good Job sending me the right ones easy to install. Fast efficient service.
The goods arrived in a timely fashion even during Xmas holidays. DIY come to spot. Not only

are the parts you order are at a phenomenal price, but you also get how to install videos. Fit
perfectly, looks way better than the old factory headlights. Night driving is brighter also. Quality
Parts. Thank you Replacement Headlights. I ordered a set of headlights to replace the old ones
on my Dodge Ram. They came in and was the proper fit as promised. Dodge Ram I have to give
these light a five star rating. Compared to the light I remove it is daylight. The next step is make
adjust for the beam. I found that each light has the regular up and down but the new light have a
left to right adjustment too. Headlamp replacement. Two new headlamps arrived quickly. Fit and
operation were perfect for replacing the 18 year old originals. Thanks 1A auto team. Headlight
assembly. Really nice and easy to replace and came with new bulbs. Really bright. Wife
approves the light at night. Headlight quality. The quality of these headlights are premium. They
even came with a a main bulb that has a led hint to it, they are super bright and were not that
hard to exchange out for thr old ones. Awesome customer service. Highly Recommend 1aauto.
Their Customer Services Team will be more than happy to help you get your product and
Overall I am very Satisfied with all their Staff. Headlights fit perfect! I went from real dull hard to
see at night, to bright lights! New headlights for my for Dodge ram. I have changed my brake
And headlights from one auto. Completely satisfied and the price was excellent! Highly highly
recommend! They look great. Lights are easy to install, but the light pattern they throw is not
that great. Biggest issue is the side light they throw on both sides of the vehicle. Looks like you
have turn assist light constantly on. Would not buy again. Do the head lights adjust up and
down and side to side with a screw for each ajustment? Reggie H. There are two adjustments on
each headlight. David H. They come preset but yes you still can adjust them. Joseph F. There is
one screw for adjustment, if I remember right if you screw in it moves the headlight down and in
move the screw out it moves up and out. I think that's how it went, good product works well, I
also bought a pair for my Jeep. Luke M Robotti Sr N. Tony P. Please let us know if you have any
other questions. Emma F. China, where else? James J. I purchased the same fit headlamps from
another seller and the Amber bulbs are melting the light diffuser on the parking turn signal. Do
you I know from experience is that the particular headlamps for Dodge Ram that you sell will
solve the issue. Corey R. Thank you for your questions. Purchasing a new headlight would
correct the melted lens issue you are having. However, our headlights do not come with that
bulb socket and wiring harness. That would mean you would have to use the existing that may
have caused the melted lense. We would recommend changing out the bulbs and making sure
they are not a conversion from the original equipment. Ricale A. Call Now Customer service.
Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced
to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations
every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Headlight Assemblies. Featuring a bright white
light using blue cap bulb and blue glass coating, Philips CrystalVision ultra headlight bulb is an
excellent style upgrade to your ride while maintaining safety on the road. It matches the style o
Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th Based in Southern Ca
We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or
Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:.
Headlight Bulb part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Light Source. Bulb Type. Recommended
Use. Beam Color. Shop Dodge Ram Headlight Bulb. Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results. Sort by:.
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: A1R Part Number: LQL. Page 1 of 1
Showing 1 - 13 of 13 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Ques
ford f150 theft light flashing
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slf3 wall mount
tions, Answers. Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and
inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement
product for your damaged or aged factory part. Crown Automotive is renowned for
manufacturing the highest quality OEM replacement parts for Jeeps from to the present model
year. Jan 17, Highly recommend. Ruth Ryan. Purchased on Dec 20, Dec 26, Exactly what I
needed, the only downside was how long it took to get here. Jessica Goerger. Purchased on
Dec 07, Dec 25, So far I like the bulbs, maybe could be a bit brighter, but overall I am satisfied,
thanks.. TROY T. Purchased on Oct 31, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Why are My
Headlights Flickering? If your headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most
common reasons why: Failing Bulb. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
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